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Not only did the patterns of thought provided by this archetypal notion 
tragedy govern ex post facto conceptualizations (and rationalizations) of 
suffering, but it also greatly influenced the immediate behavioral response of 
who actually experienced it first hand. Here too the actions of the 
confronted by terrifying choices and realities, were governed by patterns of oenavnn:. 
established in similar situations over the course of centuries of Jewish pain 
persecution. These modes of behavior were recorded and transmitted from 
generation to the next and became hallowed parts of the inner psyche of the Jew. 
Subsequent generations were almost programmed by their knowledge, conscious 
otherwise, of how their devout, pious, and exalted ancestors responded in 
situations. In a word, the nature of the Jewish intellectual as well as practic::1 
response to catastrophe was conditioned by the response of previous generations 
previous persecutions. 

This issue of historical continuities, paradigms and archetypes becomes ;~ 
particularly controversial and emotional when discussing the Holocaust. For 
this is yet another horrible tragedy, to be plotted along the continuum of other'!.\[>) 
tragedies which Jews had to face throughout history. The same historical 
includes the destruction of the Temples, the Crusades, the Chmielnicki massacres,·"''*'' 
the Kishinev pogrom, and the Holocaust which, although more severe than 
others, is considered to be part of the same category. For others, however, 
Holocaust was so horrible and awesome a tragedy that it cannot possibly 
subsumed under the category of previously experienced Jewish suffering; pr•nr.m:cc, 
paradigms or typologies are simply wholly insufficient to serve as models for 
Y ehuda Bauer wrote: 

A number of Jewish religious authorities have said that the Holocaust is 
essentially new, and represents a continuation of the persecution which 
plagued the Jews for two thousa~d years. The need to integrate the 
into the tradition of Jewish martyrology is understandable fro~ a religious :~t. 
point of view, but it is historically erroneous. For one thing, never before was :,q' · 
there a plan to annihilate the Jewish people everywhere. Persecutions were';;~ 
limited in area-Jews usually had the possibility of escaping elsewhere. Th¢}~t 
attacks and expulsions were the result of local social, religious, economic . ··· 
political tensions. And the Jews had, as a rule, the option of abjuring their'i2~'· 
faith-sometimes only temporarily-and if they chose to do so, their 
were usually spared. There was never a persecution that saw in the total '''' 
annihilation of the Jewish people a panacea for the ills of humanity. In 
sense, Nazi anti-Semitism represented a new departure, because while the· 
elements on which it built were familiar, their combination was qualitative!~ 
unprecedented, total and murderous. From a Jewish historical "'"'cnPrti.;.> 

Hebrew Literature (New York, 1984). See also Mortimer Ostow, "The Jewish Response 
Crisis," Judaism and Psychoanalysis (New York, 1982), 231-66. This essay first appeared 
pamphlet form published by the Wisconsin Society for Jewish Learning and the Mount Si1 .. ,.,, 
Medical Center in Milwaukee and in Conservative Judaism 23:4(1980):3-25. For more on 
Jewish collective memory and response to catastrophe, see Y osef H. Yerushalmi, Zakhor: 
Jewish History and Jewish Memory (Seattle, 1982), in passim. 
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therefore, the Holocaust, while containing many elements familiar from the 
long history of Jewish martyrdom, is unique.62 

Passions run very high on this issue among survivors and nonsurvivors alike, 
but one thing is clear. As unprecedented as the Holocaust may have been in the 
force and scope of its destruction, the literary and practical reactions of the victims 
themselves were anything but unprecedented. While from the perspective of the 
suffering inflicted on the Jewish people, the Holocaust may (and should) be lifted 
out of history and severed from the millennia-old Jewish experience, from the 
perspective of the reactions of its victims it is very much rooted in Jewish history. 
The literature of the Holocaust retrieved and reapplied ancient archetypal images 
of faith, acceptance and challenge in the face of tragedy, as did the actions of the 
Jews themselves who experienced it. 63 Both fit precisely into pre-existing patterns 
and together they serve as one more tragic link in the chain of Jewish responses to 
catastrophe since ancient times. 

The story of the ninety-three Bais Yaakov girls of Cracow is a perfect example 
of this point from both of these perspectives, each of which will be analyzed in some 
detail. As indicated above, it inspired a small but significant corpus of literature 
which, in its fictional descriptions and poetic laments, reflects familiar, oft-repeated 
and well-known themes and motifs. The most famous literary work written in 
connection with this story is the poem by Hillel Bavli which first appeared in 
HadoarinJanuary, 1943, and was popularized through its inclusion into the Yom 
Kippur service in two widely used High Holiday prayerbooks. 64 Already at the 
beginning of his introduction to the poem, Bavli placed the story into a broader 
historical context. He noted how "this affair adds the voice of our own generation 
to the voice of past generations by proclaiming and stating: it is better to sanctify the 
name of God than to profane it and live."He went on to state how"the ninety-three 
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(1984), 218. See also ibid., 20 1-02; idem., The Holocaust in Historical Perspective (Seattle, 1978), 
30£. Cf. George Steiner, "The Long Life of Metaphor: An Approach to the 'Shoah,' "Writing 
and the Holocaust, ed. by Berel Lang (New York and London, 1988), 158-59. 

For the first view, seeR. Moshe Feinstein, "bi-Devar Keviat Yom Taanit le-Kedoshei 
ha-Shoah," Am ha-Torah 2:10(1985):17-18: " ... one should not establish another [fast] day 
exclusively for the decrees that were in our times. It is in the co.tegory of all the decrees that were 
made in the course of this entire, long Exile ... " 

In the course of an early debate (1952) in the Israeli Knesset about the propriety of 
accepting Ger~an reparations money, Pin has Lavon, who later became minister of defense, 
argued against those who feared that doing so would undermine the unique historical horror 
of the Holocaust. He claimed that Jews had always been killed by their enemies. Yes, more 
Jews were killed this time but that was only because there were more Jews living in the world 
at that time and also because the Nazis were particularly efficient in their methods. See Divrei 
Knesset (1952), 910. For the significance of this comment in the context of the general 
difficulty in dealing with the Holocaust in the early years of the State, see Charles S. 
Liebman and Eliezer Don-Yehiya, Civil Religion in Israel (Berkeley, 1983), IOOf. 

For a recent discussion about historical continuities and discontinuities in connection 
With the Holocaust, see Irving Greenberg, The Jewish Way (New York, 1988), 314f. 

63See the works cited above, n. 61. 
64See above, n. 20, 35, 36. 
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vate transportation to listen to a two-minute siren, a moment of silence, 
lowering the flag to half-mast, and sad music are simply imitations of 
goyishe practices ("vapid ceremonies and vain rituals drawn from hea
then idolatry") and not appropriate and are, anyway, ineffective.32 

It is important to note an additional, theological, reason that also 
needs to be considered in explaining the rejection of Yom ha-Shoya and 
the insistence on Tishya be-Av as the day of Holocaust commemoration. 
Acknowledging that this tragedy was so horrible, so unique, so 
unprecedented, and so sui generis that it could not be subsumed under 
Tishya be-Av and is therefore deserving of its own day of commemora
tion opens up the possibility that the age-old traditional "explanations" 
that had been presented in connection with Tishya be-Av would not also 
be applicable to the Holocaust. For example, "mipenei hatayeinugalinu 
me-artsenu," the fundamental and oft-cited "explanation" or "justifica
tion" for Jewish tragedy, could not be used to "explain" the Holocaust. 
And, when familiar, time-tested "interpretations" of Jewish tragedy are 
no longer considered sufficient, the resultant challenge to one's faith 
might become something too difficult to bear. In order to avoid--or, 
maybe, attempt to "solve" -the theological challenge posed by the 
Holocaust, it was much easier to subsume and absorb this tragedy-as 
horrible, unique, unprecedented, and sui generis as it was recognized to 
be-into previously established patterns and archetypes, allowing what
ever "explanation" given to them to apply now as well. Such a concep
tion, in which even the unprecedented was assigned a precedent, was a 
comfortable and reassuring one, allowing for the classical covenantal 
construct to remain intact in the face of potential discontinuity and 
even rupture. This continuity with the past helped avoid a crisis of faith 
in the present and helped provide great hope for the future.33 Men
achem Friedman expresses this point very clearly: 

The significance of the Holocaust within the framework of Jewish history 
is as fraught with religious meaning as it is with political and social ramifi
cations in the post-Holocaust Jewish society. If religious traditional histori; 
ographl!; sees Auschwitz as part ofJewis~ histom it must be viewed within 
the traditional a.aram.eters of tr:wsgr~~iou.2.!!4 punWpn~wt._ In ~. ~1,?;,~ 
the Holocaust is a 'punishment' for the sins gf the Jewish peqplea just, as all 
calamities visited upon the Jewish people throughout its singular history, 
are due to its sins and transgre~~~2,I!S. . . . On the other ?and, if Auschwitz 
is.ngt "Pijr( pf IQ¥.i:ab b,i~Q~ it .ll~~~~lLJW.enomenon ogn$e 
bjsrorical-o:ligjs;w~ .uliiWSi ~~a i t!i!!!ble. qivin,e ~~cret with ~thomable 
meanings which Wt;_ are neithes~~le nor eermitted !~~';,~'::~r. 34 
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Prayer is not just a hymn, but a copy of a conversation between Ha
Kadosh Barukh Hu and a human being. Who can write such a conversa
tion? Only the Men of the Great Assembly and the prophets were able 
to do it. That is why we are so careful about every word in the nusah 
ha-te.filla, the text of the liturgy .... 

I cannot trust others to do it. Not that I am suspicious. Not that I, 
God forbid, have anything against the author of a contemporary kina. I 
just do not believe that a contemporary has the inner ability, the faith, 
the depth, the sweep of experience, the ecstasy, and the taharat ha
nefesh, the purity of soul, that would authorize him or give him permis
sion to write a piyut. I just do not believe that there is anyone today 
who is qualified to do this.40 

As a result, R. Soloveitchik insisted that when one reads the kinot 
about the Crusades, one should bear in mind that they relate not only 
to the devastation of the Rhine Valley Jewish communities in Germany 
at the end of the eleventh century, but also to the destruction of the 
Jewish communities of Vilna and Warsaw and the thousands of towns 
and villages throughout Europe where faithful, dedicated, and devoted 
Jews lived sacred lives committed to Torah and mitsvot and were mur
dered during the Second World War. He said: 

Of course, there is no doubt that on Tish'ah be-Av we should recite a 
special kina for those who were killed by Hitler. In the last hurban we 
lost many more people than in the destruction of the first and second 
Batei Mikdash. Of course, the six million Jews deserve to be eulogized 
on Tish'ah be-Av. But we do so within the frame of reference of the 
kinot we already recite on that day. Instead of Vilna, we mention 
Worms or Mayence. It does not make much difference, because the 
scenes described and the words of despair, mourning, and grief are the 
same. One has in mind to remember and experience the catastrophe, 
the disaster, that occurred in the forties of the twentieth century within 
the frame of reference of what is described here as having taken place in 
the eleventh century. When we recite the kinot about Speyer, Mayence, 
and Worms, about the communities that were destroyed, the people 
exterminated and the Gedolei Yisrael killed by the Crusaders, we must 
remember that what is described there happened not only then, in 
1096, but in the 1940s. Exactly the way Torah centers were destroyed 
in Germany in the time of the Crusades were the centers of Torah 
destroyed in Poland and Lithuania during the Hitler period. It hap
pened throughout Europe, particularly in Central and Eastern Europe, 
Lithuania and White Russia. We need to see these kinot not only as a 
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4) Since great rabbinic leaders who survived the war, like R. Yosef 
Yitshak Schneerson and R. lsser Zalman Meltzer, did not compose 
kinot, and since almost all of Gedolei Yisrael opposed their composition, 
there must be a good reason not to do it even if we do not understand 
their rationale. 

5) No one today has any authority to establish any new takanot 
affecting the entire Jewish people and possibly even only local commu
nities. 

6) There were countless tragedies that we Jews suffered throughout 
our history that did not merit having kinotwritten for them. Only great 
rabbinic authorities are in a position to determine which tragedies are 
worthy of kinot and we no longer have rabbis of such great stature. 

7) Any alteration of tradition, however slight, is unacceptable 
because it sets a dangerous precedent. 

8) All Jewish tragedies, including the Holocaust, stem from the fact 
that the bet ha-mikdash was destroyed; they are all extensions of the 
hurban. Indeed, the Book of Eikha describes events that occurred dur
ing the Holocaust as well. As a result, any specific kinot for the Holo
caust would be unnecessary and superfluous. 

9) Let us first make sure we recite already existing kinot before 
composing new ones. 

l 0) There was one argument that even went so far as to suggest 
that the Holocaust was not worthy of new kinot. 39 

The Rav framed his position opposing the recital of kinot specif
ically composed for the Holocaust, even if they were to be recited on 
Tishya be-Av, in the context of the first of the objections mentioned 
above. He felt that no contemporary human being has the appropriate 
qualities of faith, soul, and experience indispensable for such a task. 
While teaching the Kinoton Tishya be-Av he said: 

f\D imitation Qf i kina Wi],~ wrjtteg fQr those Js;iUed by Hjt!s;r jn lb~ 
1940s, and not badly writts;n Sows; rabbis in Bretz Yisrael accepted it, 
but I do not like it. I do not like new "prayers." I cannot use it 
because? in my opinion1 there is no one1 no contemporarx, who has all 
the gualities indispensable for writing prayers. I am always reluctant t,2. 
accept new compositions; in general? I do not trust anyone who tells, 
me he intend:~ to CQWR~IO a grsmer I Q!;l go&,~lieye in so-called liturgi; 
cal creativity or 

5
Creative liturg . .'!..he pemara {Megila 17b) says th:;t 

"Ow: bncdn:;d au.d twW.!;Y elders, amonf!! whop1 were m;nx_ proi£e~{ 
wrote our Shemone Esre._ OnlX they could write i!_;, 
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eulogy for those killed in medieval German communities, but for every
one killed in Warsaw and Vilna and the hundreds and thousands of 
towns and villages where millions of faithful, devoted, and dedicated 
Jews lived a holy life, a sacred life, and a committed life, and where they 
were simply exterminated.41 

e tate 
of Israel cannot result in anY!hing b}l! 1)etting aside a special day to 
cgmmemorate it. Whether in reality the Holocaust is sui generis and 
"ugjgur" or is fundamentally anchored in the millennia old Jewish 
experience of traa:edy is he argued, frankly irrelevant. As long as there 
are many survivors still alive in the State of IsraeL the relationship of the 
State gua state to the Holocaust needs to be animated by emotions and 
feelings an<!.,IJP.l.'n' objective, rational categories of thought ll~!;, 
?.~t of f<i,Sf2Sftlo,emp~thy1 and ssa¥tjyi);XJO the .. fe,elin~ 9( \h~~"~\,l,tviVOJS" 
the Holocaust must be officially treated by the State as belonging to a 
cate or all b itself and a se arate da set aside for its commemoration 
i~,l. necessi)];. Ye~, wrote R. Lichtenstein, the ay may come w en s 
grandfather's position might indeed be implemented but to do so now, 
even more than a half-century after the end of the war, would be pre
mature; it would reflect a lack of awareness of the centrality of the 
Holocaust in contemporary Israeli life. At the present time, he argued, 
we are still too close to the event to subsume it under other, earlier 
tragedies far removed from that which occurred to so many of those 
who are alive today. 42 

R. Lichtenstein began his critique of his grandfather's position with 
reference to the famous meeting in the summer of 1977 between the 
Rav and then Prime Minister Menachem Begin where they discussed 
the issue of commemorating Yom ha-Shoya on Tishya he-AvY Of all the 
political leaders in Israel, Begin was probably the one for whom the 
Holocaust loomed the largest in his personal and political life. He 
invoked the Holocaust regularly in his public pronouncements and 
made it a, if not the, central cornerstone of his formulation of the 
national Israeli discourse during his many decades of public service.44 
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